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A theoretical formulation and corresponding numerical solutions are presented for fluid flow and sediment
transport past evolutionary sand dunes. Time-dependent curvilinear coordinates are employed to fully couple
flow aloft with the developing landform. The differential conservation law that defines shape of the lower
boundary depends on details of local surface stress, thereby favoring the large eddy simulation of the boundary
layer. To shrink the gap between the time scales characteristic of planetary boundary layer flows O�103� s and
sand dune evolution O�106� s, a hypothetical “severe-wind scenario” is adopted with the saltation flux ampli-
fied up to 3 orders of magnitude. While the results are largely insensitive to the rescaling, the efficacy of
computations is greatly improved. The flux-form partial differential equation for the interface profile—via
saltation and sand avalanches—is formulated as an advection-diffusion equation, to facilitate discrete integra-
tions. Numerical experiments verify the adopted theoretical framework by reproducing scaling results reported
in the literature. The versatility of the approach is illustrated with evolution of a sandhole—an example of
application likely never addressed in the literature, yet realizable in nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of fluid flows and cohesionless sediment
transport past evolutionary landforms has been a challenge
for decades. Among the variety of active landforms, evolu-
tionary dunes are an archetype of fluid/terrain interaction.
From the theoretical view point, dunes development and ac-
companying sand transport is a fundamental dynamical
mechanism with challenging detail. In particular, it concerns
flows with intricate geometric time-dependent boundary
forcings. In practice, however, the two-phase interaction is
typically neglected or simplified adopting a quasisteady ap-
proximation �QSA�. For instance, in �1� the authors report
the laboratory investigation of turbulent flows past fixed
dunes in 2D, while idealized-model numerical studies of
dunes evolution, e.g., �2,3�, prescribe the airflow phenom-
enology. The QSA approach assumes the time scale of flow
variability much shorter than that for the dune evolution, so
the dune evolution depends parametrically on the boundary
layer flow. For example, numerical simulations of barchan
and transverse dunes �4,5� employ surface shear stresses pro-
vided by a semianalytic solution of a steady-state boundary
layer model for three-dimensional �3D� flows past fixed hills.
Whereas, calculations of �6� integrate the flow equations past
a frozen landform to a steady state, and update the boundary
profile subsequently in the frozen flow.

Obviously, in extreme winds the scale-separation assump-
tion is invalid. Furthermore, scale analysis is only discrimi-
nating when it identifies terms that cannot be neglected.
Since dune/fluid dynamics is governed by complex nonlinear
partial differential equations �PDEs�, even small-magnitude

terms can have a profound impact on the solution. Although
the solutions generated with steady and QSA models shed
light on the dune dynamic, the complete understanding
eludes the efforts. Outstanding examples include the attain-
ability of the equilibrium shape of an isolated barchan dune
�4,6� or calving barchan dunes �2�. The details of the genesis
and development of barchan dunes �6� or estimating the rates
of erosion �4� also call for improving.

In �7�, we proposed a “severe-wind scenario” that relaxes
the limitations of the quasisteady approximation while fully
coupling the two phases of the dune/fluid system. The under-
lying motivation is the affordability of computational mod-
els, resulting from shrinking the gap between the time scales
characteristic of planetary boundary layer flows O�103� s
and sand dune evolution O�106� s. In �7� it was realized by
amplifying the saltation flux by 3 orders of magnitude. This
has a similar effect to increasing the fluid density from air to
water, as considered in some laboratory studies, e.g. �8,9�.
Although such an arbitrary amplification of the saltation flux
precludes a complete physical similarity, an approximate dy-
namic similarity �substantiated by the results in Secs. III B
and III C� can be of practical importance; cf. Sec. 10 in �10�.

Predicting sediment transport and bed evolution in severe
wind conditions depends on accurate prediction of a flow
past complex boundary evolving with the flow itself. We
employ a variant of the multiscale computational fluid model
EULAG—widely documented in the literature; see �11� for a
recent review and a comprehensive list of references—that
couples the internal flow with a lower boundary evolving in
response to the sand saltation. The key prerequisite facilitat-
ing this development is the use of time-dependent curvilinear
coordinates �12–14� that accommodate rapid changes in the
boundary shape. In consequence of the adopted severe-wind
scenario, the geometric difficulty of the two-phase coupling
is enhanced by the ubiquity of the turbulence and separating
surface planetary boundary layers. Since realistic response of
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the sediment-transport model depends crucially on the
boundary stress, we employ a large-eddy-simulation �LES�
approach with the Smagorinsky-type subgrid-scale turbu-
lence model �15�.

The locus of the solid/fluid interface is standardly de-
scribed by an Eulerian conservation law relating the height
of the interface to the divergence of sediment fluxes �4,6,16�.
Following developments in �7�, we cast the standard equa-
tion in an advection-diffusion PDE form, to improve the so-
lution accuracy while simplifying computational procedures.
In particular, the saltation fluxes—assumed dominant for
dune development—are written as convective fluxes with the
effective velocity representing transport rate averaged over
the local thickness of the sediment stratum. Sand
avalanches—acting as natural slope limiter—are represented
as diffusive fluxes, with anisotropic, inhomogeneous diffu-
sion coefficient depending critically on the local slope, cf.
�17�. In general, the sediment transport requires a threshold
shear velocity for the onset. We employ a modified formula
that takes into account the local slope of the interface as well
as the direction of the tangential flow. With the rearranged
sediment conservation law, the nonoscillatory numerics of
EULAG improve the accuracy, stability, and robustness of
earlier approximations. We verify the theoretical develop-
ments by canonical experiments addressing the scaling laws
of a single barchan dune.

The formulation of the coupled fluid and sediment trans-
port model is summarized next. Results of the canonical ex-
periments are discussed in Sec. III. Section IV demonstrates
the versatility of the approach and concludes the paper.

II. COUPLED MODEL OF AIR/DUNE INTERACTION

A. Fluid model

A unique feature of EULAG that facilitates the present
study is its formulation in generalized time-dependent coor-
dinates

�t̄,x� � „t,F�t,x�… , �1�

where the coordinates �t ,x� of the physical domain are as-
sumed orthogonal and stationary—in particular, Cartesian in
this paper—and the transformed horizontal coordinates of
computational domain �x̄ , ȳ� are independent of the vertical
coordinate z. The transformation in Eq. �1� is sufficiently
flexible to accommodate a broad class of flows and underly-
ing fluid equations, in a variety of domains on scales from
laboratory and wind tunnel, through terrestrial environments
and climate, to stellar �11�. Here, we employ incompressible
Boussinesq approximation suitable for studies of atmo-
spheric boundary layers �15� and dispense with many com-
plexities of EULAG’s theoretical formulation. Assuming
neutral �nonbuoyant� and nonrotating boundary layer flows,
the adopted Boussinesq equations can be compactly written
�in physical space� as

� · ��ov� = 0,

dv/dt = − ��� + D�E,�v� ,

dE/dt = S�E� . �2�

Here d /dt=� /�t+v ·�; v denotes the velocity vector. The
subscript o refers to the static reference state with constant
density �o and pressure po= po�z�, whereas ��= �p− po� /�o.
The D term in the momentum equation symbolizes viscous
dissipation, via the divergence of a subgrid-scale momentum
flux. The corresponding eddy coefficient is proportional to
the square root of the “turbulent kinetic energy” E. The evo-
lution equation of E in Eq. �2� symbolizes the standard prog-
nostic “TKE” subgrid-scale model, with all usual sinks and
sources combined in the S�E� term on the right-hand side;
see �15,18� for discussions. Alternatively, when eddy coeffi-
cients are arbitrarily prescribed, then prognostic TKE equa-
tion is dismissed.

For the purpose of this study, the governing Eq. �2� are
cast in transformed coordinates—see Sec. II C for brief dis-
cussion and �12–14� for complete tensorial exposition—
conforming to the evolving shape of the lower boundary

t̄ = t, x̄ = x, ȳ = y ,

z̄�x,y,z,t� = H0
z − h�x,y,t�

H0 − h�x,y,t�
, �3�

where h is the solid/fluid interface profile, and H0 denotes the
vertical extend of the fluid model domain. The transforma-
tion �3� is driven by the solution of the sediment motion
model, discussed next.

B. Sediment motion model

The evolution of the solid/fluid interface is governed by
the conservation law

�s � h/�t + �H · q = 0, �4�

where �s=�m�1−�� is the bulk density of the sediment with
�m and � denoting, respectively, the density of the grain ma-
terial and the porosity �volume fraction of voids�, �H
= �� /�x ,� /�y�, and q is a vertically integrated sediment mass
flux. In usual Aeolian transport where sand is the prevailing
fraction of the grain mixture, the sediment flux q is ascribed
to the saltation, a process that includes particle-size scale
direct momentum transfer from the fluid to the grains and
ejection due to grain collisions �16�.

The template formula with the saltation flux value propor-
tional to the cube of the friction velocity—a seminal contri-
bution of Bagnold �19�—assumes the saturation condition
defined by the equilibrated total momentum transfer from the
air to the grains; see �16,20� for alternative constitutive mod-
els of saltation. Over the years, the Bagnold law has been
adjusted to account for the critical dependence of the salta-
tion transport on the friction velocity �21� and variable flow
direction; see �6,7,21,22� for discussions. The adjusted for-
mula can be written as

qS = C
�

g
u��u��2max�0,1 −

ut

�u��
� . �5�

Here, qS is the saltation flux vector; C is an empirical coef-
ficient �21�; � is the air density; g= 	g	 where g is the accel-
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eration of gravity; u��u�v�v�−1 where the friction velocity
u�=
�−1�w, while �w denotes the wall shear stress. The
threshold value ut of the friction velocity, which already ac-
counts for the angle � between local wind and slope �7�, is
given as

ut =
 sin �

tan �
cos � +
 sin2 �

tan2 �
�cos2 � − 1� + cos2 �ut0,

�6�

where � is the local slope angle, � is the angle of friction,
and ut0 is the threshold friction velocity for a flat bed �23�.

The saltation flux alone is insufficient for representing
realistic dune development. Similar to pile surface dynamics
�17�, sand dunes are subject to self-organized criticality
�24,25�, where upon reaching the critical slope �sC� tan �
=0.625 for sand� local grain avalanches discharge particle
steepest descent to stabilize the slope; see Fig. 1 in �7� for an
illustration. In EULAG, accounting for the avalanches pre-
vents the unbounded steepening of local slopes and, thus, the
singularity of the transformation in Eq. �3�.

Following �17�, we represent the avalanche transport in
the form of diffusion fluxes

qA = − �sK�Hh , �7�

with the diffusion coefficient K�x , t� depending critically on
the local slope

K � 	 max�0,sgn���Hh� − sC�� , �8�

where 	 is the diffusivity value specified in terms of tempo-
ral and spatial resolution of the numerical model �7�.

The total flux entering the mass conservation law �4� is a
sum of qS and qA. To facilitate the solution procedures, we
cast Eq. �4� as an advection-diffusion equation

�h

�t
+ �H · Uh = �H · K�Hh �9�

with the advective velocity U defined as

U �
qS

�sh
. �10�

Formally, Eq. �9� is equivalent to Eq. �4� for any such con-
stant that h−const=h�, because the singularity of U, as
h↘0, is removable. In order to give U a unique physical
interpretation, we define h with respect to horizontal refer-
ence level at the upper limit of nonerodible substrate. Hence,
U is an average velocity over a potentially mobilized sand
layer.

The advection-diffusion form �9� of the sediment motion
model �4� not only benefits solution procedures but also aids
interpretation of the results in Sec. III. Apart from a small-
scale episodic dissipative term on the right-hand side—de
facto also combinable into the advective flux; cf. Sec. 5.2 in
�26� and references therein—Eq. �9� is a flux-form PDE gov-
erning advection of the h profile in a compressiblelike flow
U�x , t� with, generally, �H ·U�0. In the asymptotic limit of
constant U, which coincides with the limit of the migration
speed defined in Eq. �2� of �27�, Eq. �9� implies the transla-

tion of h without a change in shape. For fixed geometric
length scales of the profile—respectively, ho and a in the
vertical and the horizontal—it follows from Eq. �10� that the
resulting time scale of the profile translation a / �U� can be
manipulated by altering magnitudes of the saltation flux qs
and/or the bulk sediment density �s. Furthermore, each of the
two may be varied by different means, thus offering a num-
ber of options for physical interpretation and their eventual
relevance to laboratory realizations. However, from the per-
spective of numerical simulation this is an auxiliary issue.
The key assumption behind our severe-wind scenario is that
judiciously accelerating the evolution and migration of dunes
does not obscure the physics of natural phenomena—an as-
sumption that is only justified by expediency and ultimately
by comparison with observations.

C. Numerical model

The governing Eq. �2� are solved numerically using a
nonoscillatory forward-in-time �NFT� approach, widely
documented in the literature; see �28� for a succinct review.
Below we comment briefly on the essential aspects of the
numerical solution procedure while referring the reader to
earlier works for further details.

The evolution equations in Eq. �2�, for each velocity com-
ponent and E, can be all written in the form of an Eulerian
conservation law

���


� t̄
+ �̄ · ���v�
� = ��R , �11�

where 
 symbolizes the components of v or E, and R stands
for the corresponding right-hand sides. Furthermore, ��

��oḠ with Ḡ denoting the Jacobian of the transformation

�1�; �̄ · �� /�x·, and v��dx /dt̄� ẋ is the contravariant ve-
locity in the transformed space. An EULAG’s template algo-
rithm for integrating Eq. �11� to second-order accuracy �in-
sofar as inviscid dynamics is concerned� over the temporal
increment �t can be concisely written as


i
n+1 =

��n

��n+1Ai�
̃� + 0.5�tRi
n+1, �12�

where 
i
n+1 is the solution sought at the grid point �t̄n+1 ,xi�,


̃�
n+0.5�tRn, and A denotes a two-time-level nonoscil-
latory finite-volume advective-transport operator; namely a
fully second-order-accurate multidimensional positive defi-
nite advection transport algorithm �MPDATA�; see �28� for a
recent review. Subgrid-scale forcings included in R are first-
order-accurate and explicit; cf. Sec. 3 in �29� for a discus-
sion.

Equation �12� represents a system implicit with respect to
pressure and all velocity components, because all principal
forcing terms are assumed to be unknown at n+1. It is
solved by employing the transformed mass-continuity con-
straint

�̄ · ���vs� = 0, vs � v� − �x/�t . �13�

Relation �12� written for components of v are transformed to
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produce corresponding relations for components of the sole-
noidal velocity vs in Eq. �13�. This leads to the elaborate
boundary value problem for ��, the complete exposition of
which can be found in �12�; for symbolic operatorlike pre-
sentations see �29�. Boundary conditions imposed on vs ·n,
subject to the integrability condition ����vs ·nd=0, imply
the appropriate boundary conditions on pressure �12,13�. The
resulting elliptic problem is solved using a preconditioned
nonsymmetric Krylov-subspace solver �30�. Given the up-
dated pressure, and hence the updated solenoidal velocity,
the updated physical and contravariant velocity components
are constructed from the solenoidal velocity.

The metric and transformation coefficients embedded in
Eq. �12� as well as the time derivative of the transformed
coordinates in definition of Eq. �13� enter the solution pro-
cedure at tn+1 via Rn+1 term on the right-hand side of Eq. �12�
and via the elliptic solver. They are supplied by integrating
the advection-diffusion PDE �9� over the double time step of
the fluid model �effectively, from tn to tn+2� and then center-
ing h and �h /�t at tn+1. An NFT integration of Eq. �9� to
O��t2�—see Sec. 3.2 in �7� for discretization details—
suffices for second-order accuracy of the fluid model.

III. RESULTS

A. Design of experiments

A series of simulations is conducted for sand dunes evolv-
ing in uniform ambient wind ve= �ue ,0 ,0�. The initial shape
of the lower boundary is assumed as a cosine sandpile

h�x,t = 0� = �ho cos2��r

2a
� + hb if r/a � 1

hb if r/a � 1,
 �14�

with height ho� �0.5,7.5� m and half-width a such that
ho /a�0.15. The pile �14� is centered at �xo ,yo�
= �Lx /3,Ly /2� of the Cartesian model domain Lx�Ly �Lz;
r�
�x−xo�2+ �y−yo�2; and hb denotes the thickness of the
sand layer underneath the pile �bed�. Both hb=0 and ue
=11 ms−1 are kept fixed in the present experiment. In the
fluid model, for the upper boundary the impermeable free-
slip lid is assumed, whereas lateral boundaries are open and
periodic in the streamwise and spanwise direction, respec-
tively. The initial condition assumes v�t=0�=ve−��, with
the potential perturbation � determined from mass continuity
and the boundary conditions imposed. In the sediment
model, the boundary conditions are compatible with the gov-
erning form �9� and consistent with the fluid model. In par-
ticular, periodicity is assumed in the spanwise direction and,
consistent with assuming hb=0 in Eq. �14�, zero sediment
flux at the inflow boundary. The initial condition of the sedi-
ment model is the lower boundary shape �14� of the fluid
model.

The physical size of the model domain as well as selec-
tion of numerical parameters can be different for each simu-
lation in the series. First, the grid resolution Nx�Ny �Nz of
a regular mesh �in the transformed computational space� is a
compromise between the overall accuracy of integration and
the affordability of lengthy massively-parallel calculations.

Second, the physical size of the domain depends on dune
speed �celerity� to assure the solution observability over a
number of characteristic time scales. Third, the physical do-
main size and thus the corresponding grid increments are
scaled with ho to maintain a uniform numerical accuracy
throughout the series of simulations. Among seven simula-
tions discussed below, five are for dunes reaching an equi-
librium and two for unstable forms. In the first case, the
model domain Lx�Ly �Lz=46ho�32ho�5.3ho is resolved
with a 171�119�41 grid. In the second case, the domain
96ho�32ho�5.3ho is covered with a 333�119�41 grid. In
both cases, the grid increments are �x=�y�0.27ho, and
�z�0.132ho, respectively, in the horizontal and the vertical.
The temporal increment �t, which assures uniform numeri-
cal accuracy by maintaining a constant Courant number at
�0.5, is listed in Table I together with the initial pile height
ho, the final observed height H of the landform, and the
dimensionless final time of calculation tf /To where To
=a /ue; Fig. 1 defines the geometric characteristics of dunes,
used consistently throughout the paper.

The remaining simulation parameters are as follows. The
surface drag coefficient in the Smagorinsky-type subgrid-
scale model �15� is CD=0.01. In the avalanche scheme �8�
the diffusivity 	=0.0625�min��x ,�y��2 /�t, see Sec. 4.1 of
�7� for discussion. In the saltation flux formula �5� the fric-
tion velocity u� is evaluated from the logarithmic law

u� = �
�v − v · n�	z�

ln�z�/z0�
, �15�

where z� is the distance between the surface and the adjacent
model level, cf. �6�, and z0 is an equivalent roughness length

TABLE I. Evolutionary barchan dunes experiment.

ho

�m�
H

�m�
�t
�s� tf /To

7.5a 9.7 0.05 232848

6.0a 7.6 0.03 174636

3.0a 3.7 0.02 232848

1.5a 1.6 0.01 209088

1.0a 1.0 0.005 121176

0.7b 0.6 0.002 105494

0.5b 0.4 0.002 105494

aStable and metastable forms.
bUnstable forms.

FIG. 1. Sketch of a dune: H, height �measured from base to
brink�; W maximal width; L length �excluding horns�.
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�accounting for the flow-to-grains momentum transfer� taken
as z0=0.001 m, and �=0.41 is the von Karman constant.
The sediment transport parameters are as follows. The em-
pirical coefficient C=4.2
d /D, where d is the average actual
grain size, and D=0.25�10−3 m refers to the standard grain
size; cf. Eq. �8� and Table I in �31� or pp. 113–114 in �32�.
The value of C=5.5 is typically assumed in the literature;
e.g., �6�. It corresponds to the average grain size of approxi-
mately 0.4�10−3 m, consistent with the authors’ own mea-
surements in the Great Sand Dunes National Park.

To realize the severe-wind scenario, a key premise of this
study, we multiply qS by the factor of 1440; thereby simu-
lating a day of real dune lifetime in the model minute. Fur-
thermore, the density of the quartz �m=2650 kg /m3, and the
porosity �=0.5. In Eq. �6� the horizontal threshold friction
velocity is ut0=0.22 m s−1 after �23�. This value is consistent
with the authors’ measurements in the Sand Dunes National
Park, which document the lack of appreciable particle mo-
tion for shear velocities below the adopted threshold, but a
0.05–0.10 m height of bounce of sand particles observed for
wind velocity of about 16 miles per hour measured at 0.15 m
above the bed. The latter is consistent with the theoretical
estimate zmax��w�2 /g �33�, assuming vertical velocity w of
the same order as the shear velocity.

B. Evolution of an isolated barchan dune

The development of an isolated barchan dune on a noner-
odible bed—a canonical problem in the study of evolution-
ary sand dune dynamics �4,6,19,33�—still eludes complete
understanding and consistent results �9�. To introduce the
synthesis of the series of simulations described in the preced-
ing section, Fig. 2 features the transformation of a sandpile
with an initial height ho=7.5 m into a barchan dune, over 36
min of simulated time with 12 min interval. The figure cor-
responds to Fig. 2 in �7� that displays the analogous result for
�=0, and thus twice larger bulk sediment density �s in Eq.
�4�, over 72 min of simulated time with 24 min interval.
Although the two results differ in fine details �e.g., compare
the tips of horns at the latest times�, the close agreement of
the shape and position of the evolving dune in two simula-
tions verifies the severe-wind scenario.

Figures 3 and 4 complement the dune surface evolution in
Fig. 2 with the display of the instantaneous boundary layer
flow �isolines of vertical velocity and flow vectors�, in the
central vertical plane and at the lower surface, respectively,
superimposed with the evolving dune profile. Together, Figs.
2–4 document that on the windward side the simulated dune
is defined over a compact support, free of sand residual trail-
ing just upwind of the base. Such an unphysical sand depo-
sition at the base of the windward slope is troublesome in
numerical modeling of barchan dunes �4,6,16�. It is often
attributed to the saturation assumption underlying the Bag-
nold model �5�; see Sec. VII in �16� for a comprehensive
discussion. The authors in �4� �Sec. III B� argue that with a
saturated saltation flux the incompressible mass continuity
equation inevitably leads to the positive �h /�t at the wind-
ward side. In contrast, the “minimal model” in �16� relaxes
the saturation assumption, and is free of the aforementioned

artifact. Because our saltation model is, in essence, the same
as those used in �4,6�, our prediction free of the artifact war-
rants a comment. First, consider that the full coupling of the
fluid dynamics and the evolutionary landform incorporates
the term ��h /�t in the mass continuity �13�. This augments
the arguments of �4� and makes the problem in Eq. �9� im-
plicit in �h /�t, with saturated saltation flux qS depending �via
u�� not only on h but also on its time derivative. Second,
consider that casting the saltation flux �5� in an advective
form, while integrating the resulting PDE �9� using a finite-
volume upwinding �26,28�, requires provision of transportive
velocities at faces of computational cells—e.g., Ui+1/2
= �qS 	i+1+qS 	i� / �hi+1+hi+�� for a 2D problem on a Cartesian
grid. The transportive velocity combined into the advective
flux of upwinding—e.g., Uh 	i+1/2=max�0,Ui+1/2�hi
+min�0,Ui+1/2�hi+1 for a 2D Cartesian grid—regularizes the
analytic flux �5� with a factor �2h�x� / �h�x�+h�x+�x�+��
=1+O��x�. Due to the positivity of the numerics �ensuring
h�0 via customized flux limiting, see Sec. 3.2 in �7�� the
latter assures qS→0 as h↘0. This does not controvert the
arguments on the inadequacy of the saturated influx at the
foot of the dune �Sec. VII of �16�� because the effecting
numerical flux can become locally unsaturated in response to
physical constrains built in the NFT numerics.

C. Scale dependence

The evolution in Figs. 2–4 is representative of the series
of results obtained for various sizes of the initial sand pile.
Figure 5 summarizes the series with a display of dune celer-
ity U, length L, and width W in function of its height H; cf.
Fig. 1 for corresponding definitions. The celerity is expressed

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2. Evolution of a barchan dune �surface shape� in a pre-
vailing wind from left to right.
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in meters per day, by accounting for the correspondence of
the model minutes to days of natural dunes time. For stable
forms—entriesa in Table I—the values of all variables repre-
sented in Fig. 5 were taken after the shape and celerity sta-
bilization. However, for the unstable forms—entriesb in
Table I—all the values were evaluated as time averages.

The predicted values of H and U fit the curve U=c / �H
−b�, also included in Fig. 5. For U and H taken in units of
m/day and m, respectively, c=18 m2 /day, and b=0.3 m.
The resulting curve is consistent with the Bagnold classical
relation U�H−1 �19�. The selected results fall in the range
obtained in other computational studies. For instance, the
celerity of the largest dune, the evolution of which is dis-
played in Figs. 2–4, is roughly half of that reported in �6� and
close to value quoted in �4�. The existing field and experi-
mental data are sparse and recorded for a disperse range of
initial and ambient conditions. Although our results may de-
part from the measured values, they appear congruent with
the data; see Fig. 8 in �33� and references therein. Moreover,
the approximate linear dependence of W and L on H, L
�W�7H+3.8, shown as the solid line in Fig. 5, is consis-
tent with the data in Figs. 3 and 4 in �33� �the accuracy of
interpreting numerical data is addressed in the Appendix�. It
enables the alternative scalings advocated in the literature
�9,27�; e.g., U�L�=c / �L+b�− p with c=337 m2 /day, b
=1.1 m and p=4 m /day. While the data in �33� show that
small and large dunes may not be homothetic, our calcula-
tions seem to indicate dune self-similarity, at least for ho
�4 m. For illustration, the instantaneous solutions for ho
=3 and 1 m are juxtaposed in Fig. 6; the respective solution
instants, T / to=76032 and 14256, were selected soon after the
dune shape has stabilized �cf. Fig. 7�. The corresponding
shape-defining values are as follows: H=3.7 and 1.05 m;
W=30 and 10.3 m; L=27 and 9 m; and W /L=1.12 and 1.14.
The self-similar initial conditions assumed in Eq. �14� pro-
vide likely the simplest explanation for the disparity between
our results and observations summarized in �9,33�. We shall
return to this point later in this section.

Figure 7 shows the history H /ho�t /To� for various ho. For
sandpiles with ho�3 m the stabilization is evident. For ho
=1 and 1.5 m a slow decay is observed after the initial sta-
bilization, which increases dramatically for ho=0.5 m; the

evolution rates are purposely exaggerated by the scaling
adopted. For sandpiles smaller than 1 m, the decay is con-
comitant with a progressive shape elongation �not shown�,
ultimately leading to sandpile “blow out,” in agreement with
experimental data; see Fig. 7 in �33�. This validates the
adopted severe-wind scenario and the sediment-motion
model �9�. The minimum dune size depends critically on the
saturation length lsat—defined as a Lagrangian distance re-
quired for grain-bed-wind microdynamics to reach the
saturation—such that L� lsat forms a necessary condition of
dune stability �Bagnold �19�, pp.183�. The saturation length

FIG. 3. �Color� Vertical velocity in the central xz plane.

FIG. 4. �Color� Surface vertical velocity with superimposed iso-
lines of the actual dune elevation; cf. Fig. 3.
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is proportional to the ratio of sand and air densities and to
grain diameter �19�. Taking the average grain size as
0.4 mm, lsat�10.6 m. According to Fig. 5 and Table I, the
latter value exceeds L for ho�1 m, in agreement with the
observations �19,33�.

The shape stabilization reached in our experiments coin-
cides with the formation of self-similar barchan dunes �for
initial pile heights higher than approximately 1 m� after very
different transients. The observed self-similarity of numerical

solutions appears consistent with predictions from the mini-
mal model of Kroy et al. �27� that sufficiently large dunes
evolving from a similar initial profile are asymptotically
scale invariant �see their Fig. 13�. On the other hand, dunes
of the same mass reach the same asymptotic shape regardless
of the initial profile �their Fig. 17�. Together, the two results
imply that to the first approximation the shape of natural
barchan dunes is predetermined, in accord with experience of
casual observers. For completeness, we repeated the refer-
ence simulation of Sec. III B in two spatial dimensions and
conducted two additional 2D runs with the parameters of the
initial sandpile �14� altered, such that �ho ,a�= �5,75� m and
�10, 37.5� m preserve the “mass” of the �ho ,a�
= �7.5,50� m reference profile. The results in Fig. 8 are con-
sistent with those in Fig. 17 of �27�. The initial piles with
ho=10 and 7.5 m reach the characteristic asymptotic forms
with maximum heights 9.6 and 9.2 m, respectively; whereas
in the same time, the 5 m pile reaches only 6.1 m height, still
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the surface profiles for 2D dunes of equal
mass. The simulated time interval between consecutive profiles is
�t=4 min in the two upper panels, but twice larger in the bottom
panel.
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transitioning to the asymptotic stage �cf. upper panel in Fig.
17 of �27��.

The remarkable shape invariance of barchan dunes owes
much to the topology of thermally homogeneous boundary-
layer flow over gently sloped obstacles. Such flows are pre-
dominantly 2D with relatively small variability in the
horizontal—an anisotropy aspect already captured by the
potential-flow solutions. With increasing steepness of the ob-
stacle, or increasing stability of ambient stratification, more
flow tends around the obstacle �which is also true in the
potential-flow limit� evincing a richness of intricate realiza-
tions �34–36�. To illustrate the effect of three dimensionality,
we varied the 3D reference run such as to preserve the mass
of pile �14�. Figure 9 shows the initial sandpiles with heights
and half-widths �ho ,a�= �3.75,50
2�, �7.5, 50� and
�15.,50 /
2� m; whereas the evolved surface profiles after
36 min of simulation are shown in Fig. 10. A close exami-
nation of the results reveals that the flat initial pile evolves
into a broader dune with �H ,W ,L�= �7.5,90.0,52.5� m,
whereas the steep pile transforms into a more elongated dune
with �H ,W ,L�= �10.5,66.8,62.3�; the shape resulting from
the reference pile �H ,W ,L�= �9.7,71.3,57.0� stays in be-
tween but closer to the steeper form. Furthermore the flatter
dune tends to migrate slightly faster than the elongated one,
which appears consistent with enhanced 3D effects causing
less flow to go over, and more around, the steeper obstacle.
For completeness, the evolution of the three dunes is quan-
tified in the Appendix.

IV. EXTENSIONS

Much of understanding of Aeolian dunes comes from
computational models. However, the majority of such mod-
els tend to focus on the sediment transport while assuming
some phenomenological description of the atmospheric flow.
The assumption common to all phenomenological models is
an ensemble average flow representation, or, alternatively,
solution of the so-called Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes’

�RANS� equations. The development proposed in this paper
is distinct, as it relies on �but is not limited to, cf. �11�.� the
large-eddy simulation approach that admits flow intermit-
tency and instantaneous adaptation to ever-changing ambient
conditions, the lower boundary shape in particular �37�. The
numerical model adapted for the present study is a derivative
of an extensive research on numerical simulation of weather
and climate processes. Naturally, it contrasts with established
models for computing Aeolian dunes by emphasizing the at-
mospheric boundary layer component. Notwithstanding, the
results presented attest to its veracity, even though it cur-
rently employs a relatively basic formulation of the sediment
transport. On the other hand, its versatility proven with a
variety of complex atmospheric, oceanic, and laboratory
flows opens avenues for research of mesoscale desert envi-
ronment.

To substantiate the latter statement and to illustrate the
potential of the approach, we conclude the paper with an
application likely never addressed in the literature, yet real-
izable in nature in various contexts. Here we consider the
evolution of an isolated sandhole, a canonical model for
practical problems of well preservation and trafficability
maintenance. The negative of the initial sandpile in Eq. �14�
with ho=−7.5 m is embedded in a hb=7.5 m bed; hence, the
sediment model assumes �U /�n=0 in Eq. �10� and h=hb in
Eq. �14� at the inflow boundary. The ambient wind is the
same as in barchan simulations. In analogy to Fig. 2, Fig. 11
features the evolution of a sandhole over 36 min of simulated
time with 12 min interval. The corresponding Fig. 12 shows
the instantaneous boundary layer flow in the central vertical
plane. At a glance the evolution of a sandhole appears to bear
little similarity to the evolution of a sandpile �Figs. 2–4�; see
also the evolution of an equivalent barchan dune on the erod-
ible bed, Figs. 4 and 5 in �7�.

The qualitative aspects of the sandhole transformation
may be traced back to a viscous flow past a stationary hole,
in the same spirit as the transformation of a barchan dune can
be deduced from the properties of viscous flow past a hill; cf.
�27,33�. At t=0 the flow is potential and essentially mirrors

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 9. Initial sandpiles of equal mass but different initial
heights and half-widths.

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 10. Equilibrated barchan dunes of equal mass but different
initial heights and half-widths; t=36 min.
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the flow past a pile; compare the uppermost plates of Figs.
12 and 3. Moreover, while the initial flow past a pile is
slightly deflected outward, the flow past a hole bends gently
inward sinking in to the hole. At t=12 min the flow is al-
ready fully developed with a characteristic recirculation re-
gion on the leeward face of the hole �second plate from the
top of Fig. 12�. To assess the role of fluid dynamics in the
evolution of the sandhole, we conducted an analogous simu-
lation past a stationary hole, h�x ,y , t�=h�x ,y ,0� in Eq. �3�,
and diagnosed the eventual surface perturbation that would
occur if the surface of the stationary hole were allowed to
evolve according to Eq. �4�.

Figure 13 shows the hypothetical surface perturbation, to-
gether with vectors of the corresponding saltation flux, at t

=0 and t=6 min; by the latter time the flow past the station-
ary hole is essentially steady. The upper plate in the figure
shows that the large-scale aspects of the sandhole
evolution—such as the propagation of the leeward and wind-
ward faces, and the emergence of a secondary pile
downwind—are already predetermined by the potential flow
solution. The superimposed viscous effects show the ten-
dency for enhancing the streamwise asymmetry of the prob-

FIG. 14. Actual instantaneous surface perturbation �t��h /�t�
and vectors of the corresponding saltation flux �s

−1qS at t=6 min of
the sandhole evolution; �t and the arrow length of the undisturbed
flux are the same as in Fig. 13.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 11. Evolution of a sandhole; surface shape at the times of
Fig. 2.

FIG. 12. �Color� Evolution of a sandhole; vertical velocity w in
central xz plane at times of Fig. 11.

(b)

(a)

FIG. 13. Hypothetical surface perturbation �t��h /�t� with super-
imposed vectors of the corresponding saltation flux �s

−1qS at t=0
�upper plate� and t=6 min �lower plate�; the arrow length of the
undisturbed flux corresponds to 0.2 m2 s−1, and �t=1 min.
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lem, with the characteristic steepening in the vertical and
arching in the horizontal the leeward face of the sandhole,
analogously to the slip face of a barchan dune.

Although the elemental simulation past a stationary hole
provides insights to key tendencies of the landform evolu-
tion, it is hardly instructive in so far as timing, magnitude
and fine-scale features of the evolving surface are concerned.
This is illustrated in Fig. 14 that shows the actual instanta-
neous sediment transport at t=6 min of the sandhole evolu-
tion.

Apart from illustrating the cognitive power and versatility
of atmospheric/oceanic LES fully coupled with evolutionary
landform underneath, the highlighted pilot study revealed in-
teresting similarities as well as disparities of sandhole and
dune evolutions. For example, the speed of sandhole migra-
tion increases as it size decreases, yet small sandholes evolve
into elongated shapes reminding sandpiles blown out without
a sand supply; Fig. 7 in �33�. Furthermore, in the spirit of
colliding dunes �38–40�, sandholes interact in a complex
manner depending upon their relative sizes. However, the
migration speed of the leeward face substantially slower than
the propagation of the secondary pile �Figs. 11 and 12� adds
intricacy unseen for colliding dunes. Interaction of sandholes
is particularly intriguing as it may provide a viable hypoth-
esis on the formation of continuous fields of dunes �not to be
confused with fields of isolated barchans; Fig. 1 in �41��
characteristic of mesoscale desert topography; Fig. 4 in �17�.
Inasmuch as initializing continuous dune fields with isolated
sandpiles may be difficult to reason, an initial condition con-
sisting of isolated sandholes seems more plausible; e.g., as
an effect of a meteorite shower, or due to sunken roads and
engineering works in sandy desert regions. These and the
related topics exceed the scope of the present paper, but they
will be pursued and reported in future publications.
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APPENDIX: EVOLUTION OF BARCHAN DUNES
WITH AN EQUAL MASS

To convey the dynamics of 3D dunes highlighted in Figs.
9 and 10, here their geometric parameters H, W, and L �cf.
Fig. 1� and the displacement �X of the apex are tabulated
with simulated time interval �t=6 min. The heights H�t� and
displacements �X�t� were read from largely magnified com-
puter displays of panels such as those in Fig. 3. Similarly, the
widths W�t� and lengths L�t� were read judiciously at z
=0.75 �i.e., at 0.1ho of the reference dune� from the displays
of panels like those in Fig. 4. Note that although the half-
width of the initial sandpiles decreases in proportion to 1 /
2
the scaling of their radii at z=0.75 is more intricate, because
Eq. �14� implies the inverse relation

TABLE II. Evolution of barchan dunes with an equal mass.

t a 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42

H b 3.8 3.8 4.5 5.3 5.6 6.8 7.5 7.5

W b 100.1 102.8 98.3 93.9 91.6 90.0 90.0 90.0

L b 100.1 86.3 76.9 71.3 65.3 56.3 52.5 52.5

�X b 0.0 9.0 9.0 22.5 49.5 52.5 55.5 61.5

H c 7.5 9.0 9.8 10.1 10.5 10.1 10.1 9.7

W c 79.5 78.0 75.0 72.8 71.3 71.3 71.3 71.3

L c 79.5 69.0 61.5 57.8 57.0 57.0 57.0 57.0

�X c 0.0 18.0 24.0 27.8 33.8 40.5 47.3 54.8

H d 15.0 14.3 12.8 12.0 11.6 11.3 10.5 10.5

W d 60.8 62.3 63.8 65.3 65.3 66.4 66.8 66.8

L d 60.8 60.0 60.0 60.8 61.1 61.5 62.3 62.3

�X d 0.0 11.3 18.0 25.5 33.0 39.8 48.0 55.5

at in minutes of simulated time; H, W, and L in meters.
bFlat dune �ho ,a�= �3.75,50
2� m.
cReference dune �ho ,a�= �7.5,50� m.
dSteep dune �ho ,a�= �10,50 /
2� m.
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r =
2a

�
cos−1�
 z

ho
� . �A1�

The alternative measures of L and W at z�0 read from ver-
tical cross sections in xz and yz planes can be �4 m �or
�7%� larger, for the big dunes considered here. On the other
hand, the estimated error of measuring the numerical model
output for H and �X translates to �0.4 m �or �5%�. Nota-
bly, the values of L in Fig. 5 were measured in central xz
planes. To enable a range of further analyses, Table II lists
dimensional values of H, W, L, and �X. The evolutionary

trends depicted in the table are self-evident. Similarly like in
the 2D case, summarized in Fig. 8, there is a tendency for the
convergence toward a common asymptotic shape: the flat
dune steepens and shrinks laterally, whereas the steep dune
shrinks in the vertical and broadens laterally. Furthermore
the final shapes and positions of the steep and the reference
dunes are closer to each other than the final shapes and po-
sitions of the flat and the reference dunes. Notwithstanding,
the actual shape of simulated 3D dunes shows the signature
of initial conditions over the entire duration of numerical
experiments.
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